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Remediation Is No Remedy

A study conducted in Utah shows that ability 
grouping is harmful to remedial students.

I recently directed a research study 
that compared the effects of dif 
ferent mathematics programs on 

similar students. The results of this 
study have implications for programs 
designed for remedial students. Here I 
report findings pertaining only to the 
remedial students in the study.

Population and Sample
We selected three Utah school districts 
for this study, based on similar size, 
average income, and proximity to a 
major university. All 7th grade stu 
dents in the districts were tested and 
observed. From among those in the 
same mathematics class for the entire 
school year, we selected 300 from 
each district 100 identified as "reme 
dial," 100 as "average," and 100 as 
"accelerated," as determined by 
scores on the California Test of Basic 
Skills (CTBS) from the end of the 
previous school year. These groups 
were also matched according to I.Q. 
scores obtained from school records.

Treatment
No new program was imposed on any 
school or teacher; teachers in the study 
selected the programs they would 
teach. The remedial students were 
taught under the following programs. 
The teacher-student ratio was the same

in all classes, approximately 30 students 
per teacher.

Croup A: These students spent the 
entire school year studying mechani 
cal skills that they had been taught 
earlier but had not yet mastered. No 
concepts beyond the standard expec 
tations for 6th grade mathematics 
were presented.

Group B: These students used a 
standard 7th grade mathematics text 
but moved through it at a slower pace

Surprisingly, 
remedial students 
in the ungrouped 
program designed 
for accelerated 
students showed 
significantly more 
improvement than 
remedial students in 
other programs.

than the average students. The mate 
rial was approximately 30 percent me 
chanics and 70 percent problem solv 
ing.

Group C-. These students spent the 
entire school year in a pre-algebra 
program designed for accelerated stu 
dents. All students in the district re 
ceived the same program at the same 
pace, with no ability grouping and no 
identification of remedial students, ex 
cept in our records.

Procedure
We obtained CTBS scores, both gen 
eral and area, for the end of the 6th 
grade and then for the end of the 7th 
grade (the year the study was made). 
Graduate teaching majors made and 
recorded classroom observations 
throughout the year. At the end of the 
year, we measured differences in 
achievement in computation, problem 
solving, and mathematical concepts 
among ability groups, among pro 
grams, and among teachers. We used 
analysis of co-variance to adjust for 
initial differences among the matched 
groups.

Findings
Surprisingly, remedial students in the 
ungrouped pre-algebra program de 
signed for accelerated students
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showed significantly more improve 
ment (at the .01 level of confidence) in 
all three skill areas than the remedial 
students in either of the other pro 
grams. This result was independent of 
teacher or school. Apparently, while 
many of these students did not learn a 
great deal about mathematical con 
cepts and pre-algebra, they learned 
arithmetic and problem-solving skills 
indirectly by using them in pre- 
algebra. In fact, they learned these 
skills more effectively than did those 
students who spent the entire school 
year studying them directly.

Classroom observers noted that in 
the classes consisting of remedial stu 
dents only, students asked few ques 
tions and showed little interest in 
mathematics; thus the teaching mode 
was largely lecture rather than discus 
sion. The students reinforced one an 
other's attitude that mathematics could 
not be fun and that it was natural to 
dislike it. The noise levels and disci 
pline problems in these classes were 
the greatest of any of the groups in the 
study. These classes also moved more 
slowly than the other groups, causing 
the gap between ability groups to 
widen.

By contrast, remedial students in 
group C (the mixed classes) were in 
classes where most of the students 
participated, asked questions, and 
seemed to enjoy mathematics. The 
teaching mode included more discus 
sion. Discipline problems were minor 
and infrequent compared to the other 
two groups. Because students at all 
achievement levels were in the same 
program, these remedial students 
could move ahead as fast as their 
increased achievement allowed.

Of the 100 remedial students in the 
advanced program, end-of-the-year 
achievement tests placed 17 of them in 
the "average" category and 2 in the 
"accelerated" category. Not one stu 
dent in either of the other programs 
was able to advance to a higher cate 
gory. In fact, the gaps dividing the 
categories became much wider in 
both cases. Even those students with 
high I.Q.'s (above 120) in remedial 
programs became more "remedial"

While many of these 
students did not 
learn a great deal 
about mathematical 
concepts and 
pre-algebra, they 
learned arithmetic 
and problem-solving 
skills indirectly by 
using them in 
pre-algebra.

when compared to students in the 
other groups within the same school 
and district.

What WeVe Learned
Many studies agree that, while ability 
grouping can help some students, it 
hurts remedial students (see Recom 
mended Readings below).

We found that remedial students 
tend to learn more in mathematics 
programs designed for advanced stu 
dents than in programs designed for 
remedial students. Whether the cause 
is the difference in materials studied, 
ability grouping itself, or the effect of 
the remedial label on the student has 
not been determined.

Once a student is placed in a reme 
dial mathematics program that is quite 
different from the program given to 
other students, it is unlikely that the 
student will ever return to the regular 
classroom. This is true even when the 
student has been misplaced in the 
remedial program.

If schools use ability grouping, they 
should ensure that all tracks use the 
same basic materials and move at the 
same pace to allow student transfer 
from one track to another when ap 

propriate. Advanced tracks should 
cover the material more deeply. If 
there is a remedial track, it should be 
taught by the best teachers available 
and in classes small enough that indi 
vidual help can be given. The differ 
ence should be in the attention given 
rather than in the subject matter 
taught-Q
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